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Research into Carbon Nanotubes and their applications is fast becoming an extremely popular topic, and any means to greatly
improve the synthesis process has a huge marketability. While investigating the feasibility of continuous production of single-
walled carbon nanotubes in a vertical Swirled Fluid Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) reactor, it was discovered that helical
nanotubes were lifted from the reactor by the gas current while straight tubes remained behind. Investigation into the merits
provided by the helical structure illustrated the greatly increased likeliness for helical tubes to be lifted from the reactor by the
carrier gas giving rise to positive speculation of their possible use in vertical CVD reactors in the future.

1. Introduction

CNTs are allotropes of carbon with a nanostructure that
can have a length-to-diameter ratio as large as 28,000,000 : 1,
which is unequalled by any other material [1]. The small
dimensions, strength, and the remarkable physical properties
of these structures allow for a very unique material with a
whole range of promising applications [2]. The discovery
of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) proved to be
an extremely important development since the structures
appeared to be approximate to those of the “ideal” nanotubes
[3] consisting of tubes with walls only one atom thick. To use
Paradise and Goswami’s [4] description: “Ideal Nanotubes
can be described as a seamless cylinder of rolled up hexagonal
networks of carbon atoms.” They also describe possible
applications ranging from semiconductors, electronic mem-
ory, drive products, and medical delivery systems to uses in
plastics such as automobile body panels, paint, tires, and as
flame retardants in polyethylene and polypropylene.

As SWCNTs are of such importance, there is much mar-
ketability for any means by which to improve their synthesis.
The best means by which to do this is by developing a
fully continuous process. While this process could provide
a means to produce larger quantities of SWCNTs, separation

and purification is still expensive and so any advantage that
results in a purer sample is very desirable. In a vertical
reactor, very little is known about the factors that affect which
nanotubes will be lifted from the reactor which gives rise to
the possibility that given more knowledge, control of certain
factors such as shape may provide the means to produce
purer products.

2. Process Overview

SWCNTs are a very important variety of carbon nanotube
because they possess important electronic properties that
the multiwalled carbon nanotube (MWCNT) variants do
not possess. Single-walled nanotubes are the most likely
candidate for miniaturizing electronics beyond the micro-
electromechanical scale that is currently the basis of modern
electronics [5]. Since SWCNTs can be excellent conductors,
they can be of great use in miniaturizing the most basic
component of these systems, namely, the electric wire.
A useful application of SWCNTs is in the development
of the first intramolecular field effect transistors (FETs).
The production of the first intramolecular logic gate using
SWCNT FETs has recently become possible as well [6]. These
discoveries can also be of great use in other related areas
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Figure 1: Growth mechanisms of carbon nanotubes.

such as for the improvement and minimization of biometric
security systems.

In order to optimize the production of carbon nan-
otubes, the mechanisms by which they are grown need
to be fully understood [7]. One mechanism based on the
processes involved in carbon fiber formation is described
by Sinnott et al. [8] and carbon nanotubes formation
described by Zhao et al. [9] whereby carbon diffuses into
nanometer-scale catalytic particles. The catalyst particles
then realign the carbon atoms on a certain catalytic crystal
face with the realigned shape exhibiting a tubular figure.
After the formation of C–C chemical bonds, this carbon
then precipitates out with a graphitic structure once the
solubility limit within the metal is reached. The size and
shape of the catalyst can affect whether graphite, carbon
filaments, or carbon nanotubes are formed. According to
Deck and Vecchio [7], “as more carbon is deposited on the
catalyst it will either diffuse into or over the surface of the
particle and become incorporated into the graphitic lattice,
increasing the tube’s length.” Figure 1 shows how, during
formation, the catalyst particles will either remain fixed to
the substrate (root growth) or detach from the surface and
stay encapsulated inside the opposite end (tip growth).

Another mechanism is proposed by Zhang et al. [10] to
explain the vapour phase growth of carbon nanotubes. As
they describe it, nanotubes nucleate and grow by a tip growth
mechanism with metal catalyst particles initially rising with
the tube tips as they grow. The particles eventually become
fixed in place due to friction between the particles and the
tube walls. Deck and Vecchio [7] expand on this theory
to explain the growth of nanotubes by tip growth after
which friction had immobilised their catalyst and growth had
continued slowly open ended.

Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) is a popular method
for producing CNTs in which a hydrocarbon vapor is ther-
mally decomposed in the presence of a metal catalyst [8, 11].

This usually occurs in two main processing configurations,
namely, horizontal and vertical. During CVD, a substrate
is prepared with a layer of metal catalyst particles, most
commonly nickel, cobalt, iron, or a combination [12, 13].
The substrate is then heated to approximately 700◦C or
greater. To initiate the growth of nanotubes, two gases are
bled into the reactor: a process gas (such as ammonia,
nitrogen, hydrogen, etc.) and a carbon-containing gas (such
as acetylene, ethylene, ethanol, methane, etc.). Nanotubes
grow at the sites of the metal catalyst, the carbon-containing
gas is broken apart at the surface of the catalyst particle, and
the carbon is transported to the edges of the particle, where
it forms the nanotubes [11, 14].

For a successful CVD process, careful choice of catalyst,
carbon source, and process/carrier gas must be made. The
carrier gas is generally a nonreactive gas that keeps the reactor
free from oxygen and provides an inert atmosphere for CNT
growth. Argon, hydrogen, and nitrogen are most common
but other gases such as ammonia and helium have also been
used. Qingwen et al. [15] investigated the effect of carrier
gas on the CVD process of cyclohexane and found MWCNTs
when argon was used, but when hydrogen was used, some
SWCNTs had formed suggesting that careful choice of carrier
gas could affect products formed.

3. Experimental Procedure

A Swirled Fluid CVD reactor has previously been described
elsewhere [16, 17] but basically consists of a vertical quartz
reactor (1) loaded in a tubular furnace (2) operated between
600 and 1000◦C. A system of valves and rotameters serves
to guide flow of carrier gases (in this case argon, Ar) into the
vaporizer (3) after which the gas guides the vaporized catalyst
and carbon source through a swirled coiled mixer and into
the reactor. After the reactor, the carrier gas guides the newly
formed carbon nanoparticles (nanoballs, nanofibres, CNTs,
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Figure 2: Equipment configuration for Swirled Fluid Chemical
Vapour Deposition (SFCVD) reactor.

etc.) as well as any unreacted feeds from the reactor to be
collected in the two cyclones (4, 5). For the experiments,
Xylene will be used as the carbon source, organometallic
ferrocene as the catalyst, and a combination of Argon
and Hydrogen gas as the carrier gas. Figure 2 presents the
proposed equipment set-up for the process.

4. Results and Discussions

4.1. Analysis of Experimental Results. The reactor was oper-
ated at a temperature of 900◦C while the feed materials were
introduced to the system. Samples were then collected from
the hydrocyclone products as well as from material collected
from within the reactor. These samples were then analysed
by means of a transmission electron (TEM) microscope,
the results of which can be seen in Figure 3. Both images
shown are of the same scale to illustrate the vast difference
in the sample contents. It is immediately evident that the
helical and straight nanotubes found in the product are of a
much larger diameter than those found within the reactor.
This suggests that the mechanism by which the tubes are
transported out of the reactor is one of air friction whereby
the larger tubes, as they possess a larger surface per weight,
provide a larger surface for friction to act, lifting the tubes
from the reactor.

4.2. Effect of Shape and Size on Air Resistance

4.2.1. Analysis of Forces. Since this work makes use of a
vertical reactor with carrier gas passing upward through the
reactor column in order to carry the product from the reactor
to the hydrocyclones where it can be collected, the primary
mechanism by which the product is lifted is one of drag
caused by air friction. Figure 4 shows the basic forces acting
an object within the reactor.

The weight of the object, FW , applies a downward force
and is defined as

FW = mg, (1)

where m represents the mass of the object and g represents
gravitational acceleration, namely, 9.81 m/s2. The upward
moving gas also pushes on the object causing an upward

drag force, FD, caused by the frictional resistance of the gas
passing around the object. For relatively small objects that
are roughly spherical in shape, it can be assumed that the
drag force is proportional to the velocity giving:

FD = bv, (2)

where v is the velocity of the falling object relative to the
flow of gas, measured in units of m/s, and b is a constant
of proportionality called the drag coefficient with units of
kg/s. This type of drag force is called viscous drag. For objects
that are not spherical in shape, Newton drag needs to be
considered [18] where instead the drag force is described by

FD = 1
2
CDρAv

2, (3)

where ρ is mass density of the fluid/gas in kg/m3, u is
the velocity of the object relative to the fluid in m/s, A is
the reference area in m2, and CD is the dimensionless drag
coefficient.

What these three equations show is that in order for
any object to be lifted out the top of the reactor, the force
acting on the object due to drag has to exceed the force
due to gravity. Therefore, by (3), for nanotubes to be easily
lifted from the reactor, three main factors can be considered,
namely, gas density, gas velocity, and the object’s frontal
surface area. For these experiments very little can be changed
in terms of gas density as the gases were particularly chosen
to be an inert carrier gas, Argon, along with Hydrogen to
give the best possible opportunity for nanotube production.
As for gas velocity, the reactor is already utilizing maximum
gas flow and any modification to increase gas flow will most
likely result in the feed passing through the reactor with too
little time to react and form products. With these two factors
remaining reasonably constant, the remaining factors are the
drag coefficient and reference area. The larger either of these
factors, the more likely the object is to be lifted by the gas out
of the reactor.

The drag coefficient, CD, is generally not constant for
a given body shape. Streamlined objects such as spheres
possess low values for CD (well below 1) while unstreamlined
objects can have coefficients of 1 and greater [19]. In
general, the drag coefficient is always associated with a
particular surface area [20]. Even when considering different
orientations of both helical and cylindrical tubes, a helix is far
less streamlined than a cylinder in the same orientation. The
loops of the helix provide a larger surface area per tube length
resulting in a larger drag coefficient than that of a cylindrical
tube.

To properly compare the drag forces, it is also necessary
to look at the orthographically projected reference areas
of a cylinder and helix, as seen in Figure 5. Since actual
elongated tubes in suspension are prone to constantly change
orientation as well as being liable to bend, spin, or tumble,
it is extremely difficult to calculate the reference areas for all
possible circumstances. For this reason, the area comparisons
investigated include the orientations where the maximum
and minimum reference areas occur, namely, where the tubes
are oriented parallel to the direction of gas flow, giving
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Figure 3: Comparison of images taken from within the reactor (a) and the product (b) at the same magnification for the temperature of
900◦C.
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Figure 4: Simplified force diagram for an object within the reactor.

the smallest area, and where the tubes are oriented perpen-
dicular to the direction of the gas flow.

4.2.2. Calculation of Reference Areas. Before mathematically
comparing the reference areas of the cylindrical and helical
tubes, it is necessary to have a clearly defined set of
nomenclature:

Apar: Reference area for tubes parallel to direction of gas
flow

Aperp: Reference area for tubes perpendicular to direction of
gas flow

rt : Tube radius

rh: Helix radius

L: Length of tube

p: Pitch: length of one rotation/coil of the helix

θ: Angle of rotation in the x-y plane for a helix
extending in the z-direction.

For a cylindrical tube parallel to the direction of gaseous
flow, the orthographically projected area is just a circle of
radius rt, and thus the area is calculated as

Apar
cylinder = πrt

2. (4)

Should the tube be orientated perpendicular to the direction
of flow, the resulting reference area is that of an elongated
rectangle giving an area of

Aperp
cylinder = 2rtL. (5)

For a helical tube, the reference areas are a bit more compli-
cated. In the instance where the tube is aligned with direction
of gas flow, the resulting reference area can take the shape of a
circle or of a ring, that is, a circle with a central smaller circle
removed. This is dependent on whether the tube radius is
smaller than the helix radius or not. This gives for the helix:

Apar
helix = π(rt + rh)2 for rt ≥ rh,

Apar
helix = π(rt + rh)2 − π(rh − rt)2 for rt < rh

= 4πrtrh.

(6)

The resulting area for a helical tube perpendicular to flow
direction gives a far more complex shape. Changes in both
rt and rh can largely affect the given area and as such
a more complex mathematical analysis is required. When
mathematically analyzing the behaviour of a helix tube, it is
necessary to start by observing the behaviour of the helical
core. It is known that helices follow certain mathematical
parameters, namely:

x = rh cos θ, (7)

y = rh sin θ, (8)

z = cθ (9)

for θ ∈ [0, 2π], where rh is the radius of the helix
and c is a constant conversion factor giving the vertical
separation of the helix’s loops, also equal to p(2π)−1. A visual
representation of the orientation of the parameters can be
seen in Figure 6.

When finding the reference area, it is necessary to find
the area between the top and bottom edges of the resulting
shape when plotting either x or y against z. Figure 7 depicts
an example of a possible helix possessing a large tube radius
compared to helix radius and a fairly wide distance between
peaks.

In order to find the area of a complete tube of variable
length, the best approach is to find the area between the top
and bottom edges of one coil of the represented helical tube
and multiply it by the number of coils in the complete length.
The number of coils can be easily found from the tube length
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Figure 6: Visual representation of assigned mathematical parameters for calculation.

and length of a single coil. While the core of the represented
helix may follow a sine or cosine shape, it is important to
remember that the upper and lower edges do not. Being that
it is still a tube, the tube itself is one tube radius from the
core. Hence, in terms of the represented figure, at all points
along the core curve, two points will exist one tube radius
away perpendicular to the gradient of the core.

Since it is already known that y is a function of θ (8),
the gradient (in radians), ψ, at any point on the core can be
found from the following differential:

ψ= f (θ)= tan−1 dy

dθ
= tan−1

(
d

dθ
rh sin θ

)
= tan−1(rh cos θ).

(10)
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This gives, for any point along the core, a perpendicular
angle, ψp, in radians of

ψp = ψ +
π

2
= f (θ). (11)

It is also known that

z = pθ

2π
= f (θ). (12)

In order to obtain curves for the top and bottom edges, it is
possible to plot points one tube radius above and below the
core on a plot of y versus z using

yedges = y ± rt sinψp,

zedges = z ± rt cosψp.
(13)

This allows the edges to be described as sets of coordinates,
the values of which remain dependant on θ:

Edges = f (θ) =
(
zedges(θ), yedges(θ)

)
, (14)

where

yedges = rh sin θ ± rt sin
[

tan−1(rh cos θ) +
π

2

]
,

zedges = rh sin θ ± rt cos
[

tan−1(rh cos θ) +
π

2

]
.

(15)

Initially it was hoped that since the equations for the
coordinates are both functions of θ, they could be combined
into a single equation for the top edge and another single
equation for the bottom edge. This would provide a means
to determine the reference area of the helix by the difference
of the differentials. It was soon determined that while this
approach may provide adequate results for simple helix
representations such as those seen in Figure 7, it is not
suitable for calculating the reference area for more complex
helices where the closeness of the loops results in the presence
of a visible overlap. A graphical depiction of this can be seen
in Figure 8.

While this eliminates the use of equation integration to
find the area, graphical methods can still be applied. As the
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Figure 8: Graphical representation of a complex reference area
resulting from visible overlaps of loops.
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graphs are created by plotting new points relative to initial
points on the core, by increasing the initial number of points
it is possible to increase the accuracy by which the edges are
plotted. By applying Boolean logic algebra to the resulting
points in Excel, it is possible to exclude the points present in
the overlap and leave only those in the uppermost edge. To
simplify calculations, the same principles can be used to leave
only the points present for one coil, as depicted in Figure 9.

Once the unnecessary points have been eliminated, it is
possible to find the area by graphical methods. It is known
that the lowest possible point on the graph is negative rh.
Thus the area can be found from the difference in areas of
the top edge and the core to this base. To find the area below
the collection of points, summation of a number of vertical
bars provided by consecutive points can be performed. In
mathematical terms, this is given by, for k points,

Area =
k−1∑
i

(
Yi + Yi+1

2
− (−rh)

)
(Zi+1 − Zi), (16)

where (Yi,Zi) represents the Cartesian coordinates for each
point, i, on the graph.
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Once the area below the core has been subtracted from
the area beneath the top edge, it can be doubled to provide
the reference area per coil. This can be done due to the
rotational symmetry of the helix, a consequence of which,
for each coil, the area below the core line shall be equal to the
area above. While this method may not provide the accuracy
that differentiation could, were it possible, it is clear that
as the number of defined point’s increases, the accuracy of
the result nears that of differentiation. As such, by using a
high number of points it is possible, with reasonably high
accuracy, to calculate the reference area for any given helix.

4.3. Growth Mechanism of Single-Walled CNTs to Helical
CNTs. While Section 4.2 shows how the helical shape can
contribute to the upward force offered by the extra drag, it
does not provide an explanation for the presence of helical
nanotubes in the first place. To quote Sharma and Lakkad
[21]: “The non-straight, spiral shape twisted filaments or
tubes are generated from asymmetrical shaped catalyst
particle. Due to this asymmetry of catalyst the carbon atoms
traverse across different diffusion path lengths relative to the
symmetry axis.” What this basically means is that as certain
carbon molecules may take a longer time to diffuse into the
catalyst particle on one side of the catalyst than the other,
the nanotube begins to form faster on one side giving rise
to the twisted helical shape. As Li et al. [22] described: “The
difference in diffusion through surface and bulk of a catalyst
particle results in the difference of precipitation rates among
the precipitation facets”.

It is believed that multiple possible means whereby the
catalyst particle can change shape are possible. One of these
methods is a result of catalyst particles deforming due to local
poisoning of certain areas of the particle [23]. This results
in differences in catalytic activity over the particle with
reaction time, consequently resulting in carbon nanotubes
with various shapes such as a helix. This implies that the
catalyst particles within the reactor can change in shape when
exposed to enough heat. As this deformation is random,
it is not guaranteed that the resulting shape will give rise
to the formation of helical nanotubes which explains the
small concentration of helical nanotubes present in the
samples. Another possible explanation for the change in
catalyst particle shape is the possible presence of weak points
on certain catalyst particles. With the flow of gas particles
as well as the unreacted material and particles being lifted
by the gas, it is a reasonable assumption that the exposed
catalyst particle at the end of a growing nanotube could
experience an impact from flowing material which could
cause the particle to break at any weak points present. It is
also possible that while carbon precipitates out of the catalyst
particle, any smaller pieces of the catalyst could break off the
larger catalyst particle while the nanotube grows. Figure 10
illustrates the change in growth of the nanotube after part
of the catalyst particle has broken away. Any of these
explanations give an explanation for the existence of straight
tubes becoming helical tubes without the observation of a
catalyst particle at the junction. It also accounts for the small
concentration of helical tubes seen as only certain shapes
provide the correct surfaces for helical nanotubes to form.

(i) (ii) (iii)

Figure 10: Change in tube growth from cylindrical to helical.

Another aspect to be considered is growth mechanism
of the carbon nanotubes within the reactor. If the general
assumption of growth is followed, namely, first the metal
catalyst adheres to a substrate (in this case the reactor walls)
after which carbon diffuses into the catalyst particle and
carbon nanotubes begin to form in either a root growth or
tip growth manner (as explained in Section 1), then it can
also be assumed that the change from straight to helical
tubes seen in the results is more likely to occur with tip
growth. As the nanotube grows away from the reactor wall,
it is exposed to more of the high-temperature gas flowing
through the reactor which means that catalyst particles
would be more exposed to impact from other particles as well
as to more carbon particles with which to promote nanotube
growth. This means that under the circumstances that the
catalyst particle should deform due to temperature, it will
still be provided with carbon atoms from which the helical
nanotubes can grow. This also allows for the presumption
that if a catalyst particle does change shape and form a helical
nanotube, the helical nanotube will be more exposed to gas
flow and therefore more likely to be lifted from the reactor.

4.4. Comparison of Helical and Straight Tubes. In order
to properly compare the drag forces acting on different
tubes within the reactor, it was necessary to investigate
the orthographically projected reference areas provided by
these tubes. Since the product contains multiple straight and
helical tubes of differing length and radius, a comparison
of equal length tubes shall be made in order to ascertain
the effect the helix shape has on the reference area. For
comparative purposes, dimensionless numbers have been
chosen arbitrarily, using different ratios of rh : rt, to illustrate
the different helical shapes’ effect on reference area, as
well as the effect of the pitch height p (distance between
corresponding peaks of the helix coil). A dimensionless
length of 100 was used for calculation purposes. Table 1
compares the calculated reference areas for different tube
dimension inputs.

What is evident from Table 1 is the fact that, regardless of
the structure of the helical tube, the resulting orthograph-
ically projected area of a helical tube is always larger than
that of a straight tube for both orientations (parallel and
perpendicular to the direction of flow), and as such, it can
reasonably be assumed that this shall remain the case for
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(a) (b)

Figure 11: Comparison of a straight tube to a helical tube.

Table 1: Comparison of calculated reference areas for helical and
cylindrical tubes for different tube dimensions.

(p, rh, rt) Orientation Cylindrical tube Helical tube

(4, 2, 1)
Parallel 3.14 25.13

Perpendicular 200 431.63

(4, 1, 1)
Parallel 3.14 12.57

Perpendicular 200 284.52

(4, 0.5, 1)
Parallel 3.14 7.07

Perpendicular 200 225.08

(1, 1, 1)
Parallel 3.14 12.57

Perpendicular 200 379.55

other orientations as well. This coupled with the fact that the
more streamlined structure of a straight tube shall also result
in a lower drag coefficient, explicitly suggest that the helical
shape results in a noticeably higher drag force, and, as such,
are far more likely to be lifted from the reactor.

4.5. Transport Considerations for Helical and Straight Tubes
in the Reactor. The problem that arises with long tubes is
that although they possess a large frontal surface area along
the face of their length, it is not true for forces acting
parallel to their length. This only becomes a problem when
it is considered that falling objects tend to move and shift
according to the flow of gas. For example, if a tube is
slightly curved, the drag force will be larger on the end more
perpendicular to the flow causing a larger torque than the
end slightly more aligned to the path of flow. What this
means is that, while sufficient force to lift the tube may be
present while the tube is horizontal, when the tube shifts to a
vertical alignment, it may drop more than it was lifted.

The same cannot be said of the helical nanotubes.
Although they too possess a far larger frontal area perpen-
dicular to their length than parallel to it, their shape gives
far more drag per length at any angle than a straight tube
especially when considering gas flow parallel to the length of

the tube. With each twist of the helix, a new surface offering
resistance is exposed that is not otherwise offering resistance
with the straight tube, shown in Figure 11. It is assumed
that this explains why almost no purely straight nanotubes
are seen in the product for the experiment at 900◦C with
hydrogen. Almost all straight nanotubes seen were attached
in some way to a section of helical tubes giving far more
drag. This, in turn, provides enough of an upward force
to counteract the tubes weight and lift the tubes from the
reactor.

Another aspect to be considered is whether or not
nanotubes behave the same as larger cylinders as gas flows
past them since their size compared to the gas molecules
is far smaller than that of a macroscale cylinder to any
gas flow. Tang and Advani [24] investigated the drag on
a nanotube in uniform liquid argon flow and what they
found was that the calculated results for the drag force
are different from what one would expect from continuum
mechanics. Their work comprised of calculating the drag
coefficient from Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations and
comparing it to an empirical equation based on experiments
using macroscale cylinders. What was found, surprisingly,
was that for a low inlet velocity, the calculated drag from
the empirical equation was much smaller than that from MD
simulation. At higher flow velocities, the opposite was seen
with the simulated drag from MD dropping faster and falling
below the empirical result. This was attributed to slippage
of the argon atoms on the nanotube at large velocities and
confirmed by performing finite element method simulations
of flow past a cylinder using continuum approach for the
same dimensional similitude. Although this work made use
of a liquid Argon flow, it provides a good premise to assume
that even with a gas, at higher flow-rates, the drag on a
straight carbon nanotubes will be lower than that expected
by empirical calculations due to their small size.

Possibly one of the most important things to consider
when investigating the effect of the helical shape is that
of grouping. Coalescence is far more likely with irregular
shapes and helical nanotubes provide far more points
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whereby other tubes can get hooked or stuck than their
straight counterparts. Add to this the increased interaction
of particles within the reactor due to the swirling action
provided by the reactor’s design. The resulting clump or
cluster of nanotubes would possess a far higher area by which
the flowing gas could provide drag by which it would be
far more easily lifted from the reactor. This would also help
explain the lack of helical nanotubes present within samples
taken from reactor walls after the completion of experiments.

5. Conclusions

The continuous production of single-walled carbon nan-
otubes is still a fairly new field of research and a feasible
method of a completely continuous production is yet to be
proven due to their adhesion to the reactor and pipe walls.
During investigations into the use of a swirled-fluid CVD
reactor for continuous production, it was found that certain
conditions resulted in tubes of varied diameter being found
within the reactor itself with the product sample containing
trace quantities of helical nanotubes with an approximate
diameter below 100 nm, but far larger than some of the tubes
that remained in the reactor.

A look into the physics and possible mechanism by
which carbon nanotubes are lifted upward out of the reactor
column gave some possible rationalization for this. It is
theorized that with their near incredibly small weight at such
small dimensions, the main lifting force is generated by drag
against the frontal surface area of the tube in line with the
flow of gas. This also implies that this drag force will be larger
for structures with larger frontal surface areas, that is, larger
tubes. The helix structure provided by helical nanotubes
similarly gives far larger drag per length due to the increased
cross-sectional area provided at any orientation with the
helix shape. Added to this is the increased agglomeration
effect provided by the helical shape. With the far greater lift
force acting on helical nanotubes, they are more easily lifted
from the reactor explaining the presence of helical nanotubes
in the product but not the reactor. While, by comparison, far
less research has been performed on investigating the growth
mechanism by which helical nanotubes are produced, it
is possible that their unique structural properties may
provide an improved means by which Single-Walled Carbon
Nanotubes can be removed from the Swirled Fluid Chemical
Vapour Deposition Reactor.
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